Oregon Department of Energy
Joint Committee on Ways & Means
Subcommittee on Natural Resources
Supplemental Information
Audits of the Agency Conducted by the Office of the Secretary of State
July 2015 & September 2016
The SELP program financial statements are audited annually by the Secretary of State’s
Office. The 2013/2014 report, released in July 2015, included a finding related to improving
internal controls over financial reporting. The report recommended that management improve
our review of the draft financial statements and notes prior to submission to the auditors for
review, and that adequate documentation be maintained. Management agreed with the finding,
noted that staff vacancies and turnover during the audit presented difficulties in preparing the
statements and documentation, and agreed to institute additional procedures to ensure
adequate review of financial statements. The 2015 SELP statements released in 2016 did not
have any findings or deficiencies.
Links to audits:
http://sos.oregon.gov/audits/documents/2015-16.pdf
http://sos.oregon.gov/audits/documents/2016-23.pdf

September 2015
Based on a hotline call, SOS reviewed our agency’s tax transfer processes and recommended
ODOE work with the Legislature to clarify the intention of the transfer process.
Links to audits:
http://sos.oregon.gov/audits/documents/330-2015-09-01.pdf
Agency response attached: 330-2015-09-01 response.pdf

September 2016
SOS and Marsh Mininck conducted a review of the sunset of the Business Energy Tax Credit
program in the spring and summer of 2016. The report confirmed many of the concerns that led
the Governor and Director to request the audit and identified recommendations that could have
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reduced the risk of the BETC program, if it were not already sunset. ODOE agreed and responded
that, to the extent possible, we would look to apply the recommendations to other tax credit
programs, most of which will sunset with the 2017 tax year, and use the results to inform future
discussion on energy incentives.
http://sos.oregon.gov/audits/Documents/2016-20.pdf
Agency response attached: 2016-20-agency-response.pdf

September 2016
SOS reviewed the Residential Energy Tax Credit Program, releasing a report focused on solar
photovoltaic systems in September 2016. The report determined the department’s residential
energy tax credits for PV systems are generally issued in compliance with state laws. The report
contained recommendations to add clarifying language to the RETC pass-through application,
consider the pass-through discount rate, and establish and maintain a method to update website
information and forms that will provide consistent, accurate, and current information necessary
for RETCs to be issued and transferred according to legislative requirements. ODOE agreed to
implement recommendation to the extent possible given the program sunset.
http://sos.oregon.gov/audits/documents/330-2016-09-01.pdf
Agency response attached: 330-2016-09-01-agency-response.pdf

Cost Per FTE at the Oregon Department of Energy

Oregon Department of Energy

2015-17 LAB

2017-19 GB

Salary & Wages
Health Benefits
PERS & Pension Obligation Bond
All Other Personnel Costs
TOTAL
FTE
Average FTE Cost
Total Operating Budget
Percentage of Operating Budget

$15,468,311
$3,257,100
$3,254,901
$1,104,998
$23,085,310
104.5
$220,912
$38,264,285
60.30%

$14,267,371
$3,025,242
$3,557,447
$992,118
$21,842,178
90.75
$240,685
$37,793,786
57.80%
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Proposed Technology Projects
During the 2013-15 budget process, the agency funded a policy package that allowed for the
hiring of a consulting firm to review the business and technology processes associated with the
acquisition, storage, and dissemination of energy related data. Over the course of six months,
the contractor, Delaris, directed extensive discovery of ODOE’s current infrastructure, policies,
and processes. Delaris concluded the current staffing, policies, and data systems are
endangering the agency’s ability to continue to fulfill our mission. The study is attached.
One of the recommended solutions prescribed by the Delaris study included the implementation
of a Customer Relationship Management (CRM) solution to help track the Department of
Energy’s interactions with Oregon citizens and energy stakeholders.
Currently, no system exists to track communication and activities with our customers and
partners. Relationships and activities are tied specifically to individual employees, which limits
our overall ability to serve customers if specific employees are unavailable. Additionally, our
agency currently cannot see a holistic view of our interactions with customers. Creating a
stakeholder activity and service profile consists of manual business processes, with extracts
being created and complied from each individual business unit. The end result is generally
unreliable and requires a substantial amount of staff time to create.
Currently, the Department of Energy works with the following customer/partner types:











Federal agencies
State agencies
State of Oregon legislature
Local government
Publically owned utilities
Independently owned utilities
Special districts
Non-profit energy organizations
Private businesses
Private citizens

Each customer type creates unique data collections requirements, defined interactions, and
distinct business process requirements. Each agency division interacts with a variety of the
defined stakeholders, but we do not currently have a way to comprehensively see either intra or
inter division interactions with stakeholders. The lack of a centralized system results in inefficient
stakeholder interaction and a significant administrative overhead expenditure of agency
resources.
This biennium, the agency is putting forward Policy Option Package 151 - Energy Data
Consolidation & Enhancement, to implement the recommended CRM system. It will allow the
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agency to manage and analyze customer interactions and data across all divisions and all
channels, with the goal of improving business relationships and streamlining processes. The
package requests two positions/ 2.00 FTE (one Information Systems Specialist 5 and one ISS 7)
and $819,073 OF.
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